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1

Overall conclusions and proposals for intervention

1.1

Overall conclusions
Agriculture and fisheries are small sectors on St Eustatius. Nonetheless they
represent important economic activities for the island, providing many people with
an additional source of income. The level of these sectors is marginal but there is a
good potential for development and innovation.
Investing in improved agriculture and fisheries will diversify the sources of income
on the island, create new perspectives for young people and increase the (business)
contacts with the surrounding islands.
Practically the marginal state of both sectors represents a risk. The agricultural
sector (especially the vegetable sector) has innovators that inspire people to
develop new initiatives. For these innovators it is difficult to survive in the present
circumstances and the enabling environment is nearly absent. It will be crucial for
the development of the agricultural sector that these innovators can continue their
activities and improve their production. People who are inspired by the frontrunners
will be discouraged and disconnect if these innovators would cease their commercial
activities. It would strengthen the local scepticism that economically viable
agricultural activities are not really possible on St Eustatius. This is in contrast to its
potential.
The fisheries sector is quite traditional and relatively small. It does not seen to have
any active innovators. The enabling environment for development is largely absent.
Local fishermen feel threatened in their existence even though new development
opportunities are present. The lack of active innovators and present development in
the sector discourages young people to become active in the sector. Improving the
enabling environment will be crucial to professionalise the sector, create new
perspectives and be attractive for the next generation.
Intervening in the agricultural and fishery sector will also involve some risks.
Top down approaches to create new developments generally do not work. It will be
essential to provide a positive environment for local people to develop
entrepreneurship and innovation. Local encouragement and support will be crucial.
Accept that processes are slow. Life rhythm on St. Eustatius is slower that on the
mainland. Improving agriculture and fishery on St. Eustatius will and should take its
time.
Accept that initiatives might go wrong. Improving the sectors means taking
chances; for local people and for (investing) governments. Attempts to reduce the
risks are valid only if they will not reduce the extent of the improved enabling
environment.
The classic response to a request for development is providing budgets. For St.
Eustatius this aspect is crucial but not the only prerequisite. Professional guidance is
essential.
It will be essential not to focus only on the production side of agriculture and
fisheries but to strengthen the marketing side of the chain from the start. An
imbalance will have a strong negative impact.
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1.2

Proposals for Interventions to support development of agriculture and
fishery
Below several interventions are proposed to catalyse the development in the
sectors. These measures are considered to be the first actions that should be taken.
Ideally they should be supported by additional interventions. For a total overview of
proposed measures per sector see chapter 3, 4 and 5.
Development of a locally based micro credit scheme with low interest rate
and a small grants fund
Funding small local initiatives will be essential for the development of horticulture,
cattle breeding, fishery and a number of potential new agricultural activities (such as
poultry).
Presently the financing opportunities are virtually non existent on the island. The
present schemes of OBNA (Ontwikkelingsbank van de Nederlandse Antillen) have
been qualified by local entrepreneurs as inaccessible. The subsidy and guarantee
facilities from the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation
were unknown to local people during the mission and these also seem to be
inaccessible for the small scale producers and fishermen of St. Eustatius.
A micro credit scheme would facilitate local people to develop new initiatives
through investments. An estimate of the required size of the micro credit scheme for
agriculture and fisheries on St. Eustatius is between EUR 500.000 and 700.000, not
taking into account the management costs of the fund. The actual size and
conditions of the credit scheme should be developed with assistance from
organisations specialised in these funds.
The small grants fund would facilitate essential investments by local entrepreneurs
and local government in infrastructure and related issues. The direct rate of return
on these investments is low or non- existent but would enable effective private
sector development.
An estimate of the small grant fund is between EUR 300.000 and 400.000 over a
period of 3 years.
The administration of both the micro credit scheme and small grants fund should be
based on St. Eustatius. It would provide interested people the opportunity to talk
directly with the decision takers and would strengthen the sense of development
ownership on the island. A prerequisite will be the complete independence and
transparency of the scheme and fund .
Local technical and organisational support
Improvement of the technical and commercial expertise will be essential. Local
entrepreneurs (in the broad sense of the word) have limited knowledge and
experience about adapted modern production and fisheries. The required external
expertise should come from the Caribbean region. The experience and expertise
should be directly adoptable. In order to gain this experience in the various sub
sectors a basic funding should be available with an estimated size of EUR 300.000.
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The local sectors need an undisputed organiser to facilitate innovation and
marketing of products. LVV St. Eustatius is the most experienced (governmental)
organisation who has this role and could enlarge the extent of its activities in this
field. It will require strengthening of the experience, expertise and pro-activeness of
a large part of its staff. It will also require support from local government and the
Rijksdienst Caribisch Nederland (RCN).
LVV could combine this role of local facilitator with the facilitation of essential
required materials by producers and fishermen.
Frequent and direct boat transport with cooled and freezer cargo facilities
Regular reliable transport for cooled and frozen products to St. Maarten is essential.
The only potential means of transport for export products from St. Eustatius is by
boat or plane. The direct air connection with St Maarten is not used for agricultural
products but sometimes for fishery (lobster). The costs for airfreight are very high
and there is on each plane a limited cargo facility. In the past it was therefore never
systematically used as export transport channel. In the future this will most likely
remain the same as airfreight costs are rising even more. Presently transport by
boat is used more often but on an irregular basis. Cooling facilities for cargo seem to
be available but only at a prohibitively expensive rate. Therefore these are not used
by exporters.
The boat transport should be an effective private enterprise. As export cargo
volumes are presently lacking it will difficult for a company start up this activity.
None private core funding to facilitate the development of this boat connexion will
most likely be necessary. Probably this funding should be provided by the
government. The amount of budget requirement and the conditions for a potential
Public Private Partnership should be developed in detail with expertise from
experienced organisations.
Implementation and enforcement of the legislation on free roaming
livestock and registration of livestock ownership.
This measure might be controversial but will be quite essential for the improvement
of sustainable land use on the island. It will strongly decrease the problems the
livestock cause on the island en improve the quality of livestock. Nonetheless it will
require an active communication with the island population. If this is not managed
well there will be strong resistance towards regulation.
Additional supporting interventions
The above measures can be supported with an additional number of interventions
such as:
•
Improve sustainable land use by strengthening land and water infrastructure
for entrepreneurship (available land and tenancy process, water resources
improvement etc.);
•
Market research and active development of customers market;
•
Development of school programmes on agriculture and fishery.
For detailed information on these measures and others, see chapter 3, 4 and 5.
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2

Background

The Department of Nature, Landscape and Rural Areas of the Dutch Ministry of
Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation (Mr Hayo Haanstra) has requested the
Government Service for Land and Water Management to implement a fact-finding
mission to St. Eustatius on sustainable land use. The original request came from the
St. Eustatius island council and was forwarded to the Dutch Ministry by the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries of St Eustatius (LVV, see annex 2). The
fact-finding mission was implemented by Mr Guus Schutjes. During his visit to St.
Eustatius and St. Maarten, he was accompanied by Mr Pieter van Baren (Policy
advisor, RCN Bonaire) and Mr. Roberto Hensen (Director, LVV St. Eustatius). The
mission, which took place from 13-21 March, included interviews with local farmers,
small-scale producers, and fishermen, as well as politicians from and representatives
of government institutions on St. Eustatius. On St. Maarten, local government
institutions and the Dutch representative were visited, as were supermarkets and
the slaughterhouse on the French side of the island.
The island council requested advice on the development of sustainable land use for
the island. For this purpose major agricultural sectors such as vegetable and
livestock production were investigated. LVV St. Eustatius also requested advice on
the fisheries sector, so this was also included in the current document.

2.1

General setting
Sint Eustatius has a small community of 3300 people. The larger formal sources of
income are local government employment, the oil company Nustar and the school of
medicine (see report Rikus Wolbers, Oost NV, “St Eustatius. Making development
happen” April 2011). Besides these larger employers there are a large number of
jobs in the formal sector with small employers where people work fulltime or parttime. Many people have developed additional informal sources of income (next to
their formal jobs).
Agriculture and fisheries are relatively small but important economic activities for
people from St. Eustatius. From a general perspective these sectors seem
underdeveloped and small. Only a few people use agriculture and fisheries for their
basic income. Many people have developed activities in these sectors next to their
formal jobs. The spreading of income sources is a sensible general strategy to
survive changes and seize opportunities whenever they occur. The downside of this
strategy is that people avoid taking risks and perseverance is discouraged. The
increase of jobs within the government and into some extent Nustar in the last 10
years seem to have deteriorated the attractiveness of agriculture and fisheries as
the main source of income. This explains partially the level of agriculture and
fisheries on the island; traditional to semi-professional. The lack of investment
resources, know-how and transport to the other islands also seem to have
discouraged entrepreneurship in this field.
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Topographical map of St. Eustatius

The island does have agricultural potential. In the past plantations covered a large
part of the island. Main types of production were sugarcane, cotton, sisal, pineapple,
peanut and corn. Also livestock used to be an important source of income. The
importance of agriculture decreased with the rise of St. Eustatius as a transfer port.
Since then agriculture has gradually decreased to the present marginal level.
Emigration, alternative sources of income and a low appreciation of working in
agriculture seem to be at the origin of this. In the past St. Eustatius was largely self
sufficient in terms of agricultural products. Presently nearly all agricultural products
for the island have to be imported (main origin USA). Estimates are that more than
80% of the required agricultural products are imported.

Overview of the island
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3

Vegetable and commodity production sector

3.1

Present situation
The vegetable production sector in St. Eustatius is only marginally developed. There
are basically two semi-professional vegetable and commodity farmers on the island
and some marginal producers in their own domestic gardens or small fields. The two
semi-professional farmers currently produce vegetables on 5 acres, using drip
irrigation systems. Production consists of tomatoes, cherry tomatoes, string beans,
Chinese cabbage, bitter melon, leaf cabbage, sweet peppers, hot peppers, sweet
corn, and melons. A few fruit trees (banana and papaya) produce some fruit. Their
market consists of a small portion of the consumers on the island. The farmers sell
their products at the field or in a small produce shop and weekly at the
slaughterhouse market.

Semi-professional vegetable production on St. Eustatius

People customarily grow some vegetables in their private gardens and have a few
fruit trees. Some people have plots of up to 1.5 acres where vegetables are grown in
a traditional way (rain fed). In the past, a vegetable backyard growing programme
with 52 participants was implemented on the island in order to improve production.
Small plants were provided and very small-scale drip irrigation schemes were
developed. The programme was not successful due to problems with water access
and non-professionalised product marketing.

Production of vegetables and commodities by smallholders
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There is no cooperation between the farmers or the backyard growers which could
facilitate the purchase of production materials or the marketing of products.
Incidentally some products are exported to St. Maarten. The 2 larger vegetable
producers are responsible for all the vegetable export. Other local people sometimes
export yams.
For all those producing vegetables on the island, agriculture represents only a
portion of their activities and income (varying from 50% income to marginal levels)
According to the semi-professional farmers and some larger backyard growers, they
face a number of problems: high start-up costs, limited access to land, limited
access to sufficient and reliable sources of water, no microfinancing or small grant
schemes available, and no effective marketing or sales. Furthermore, the export of
products is severely hampered by the lack of direct and reliable boat transport
facilities to St. Maarten, the main export market. The farmers indicated that
professional packaging is required for export.
LVV is supporting the growers as best it can, but assistance remains limited. Thus
far, support in the form of certain materials, etc. has generally not been possible.

3.2

Possibilities for development
Production
The vegetable production sector on St. Eustatius represents an opportunity. The
soils are fertile and largely suitable for vegetable production, though quality does
vary some around the island. There is sufficient land available to drastically increase
production and target not only the domestic market but also export markets
(primarily St. Maarten).
Markets
The local market of the supermarkets in St. Eustatius (all have mainly imported
vegetables) could be regained by the local producers from the expensive import
vegetables. The supermarkets on St. Eustatius demand a constant supply of various
vegetables, packaged and of good quality. St. Maarten is a major market for all
sorts of agricultural products. Its own production is extremely limited or nonexistent
and the large tourism sector demands a constant supply of mostly high-quality
products. The supermarkets indicated they would be very interested in a reliable
import from St. Eustatius provided the products are well-packed etc.. Furthermore
tankers that come into Nustar oil terminal need to be provisioned with fresh
products. There are several shiphandlers on the island who import these products,
mainly through St Maarten wholesalers, to provide the ships. They have expressed
an interest in obtaining vegetables and meat from the island but need a consistent
and reliable supply.
Specific vegetable products are in high demand and have to be flown in from the
U.S. or South America. St. Eustatius is suitable for the production of these products.
There are no taxes levied on imports to St. Maarten.
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Vegetables in the supermarkets of St. Maarten

Image of vegetable production
The negative opinion on the island about farming seems to be changing for some
people, as they see in St. Eustatius what they regard as very successful vegetable
growers. This tentative improvement of the image should be nourished and
strengthened (see 3.3).

A proud semi-professional vegetable producer
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3.3

Bottlenecks and solutions
During this fact-finding mission, the main obstacles to increasing production and
improving product marketing and sales were identified.
Vegetables on St. Eustatius

Import of seed,
irrigation equipment,
insecticides/ pesticides,
shading materials,
packaging materials

Access to fertile
land and water
(wells and
rainwater
reservoirs)

Production of
vegetables
and
commodities

Marketing of
products

Sales on the
island and export
to other islands
(St. Maarten)

Bottlenecks
Financing opportunities
(small, low-interest loans
and grants) are very
difficult to access.

Lack of water
supply on
potentially available
land

(Potential)
producers
have limited
knowledge of
and
experience
with modern
vegetable and
commodity
production

Producers have not
clearly identified the
demands of traders
and markets on St
Maarten. The demand
on St. Eustatius from
supermarkets as well
as individual
consumers is largely
unknown.

Transport by boat
is infrequent, not
continuous,
indirect and has no
facilities for
cooling. Transport
by plane is too
costly.

New tax ABB (6%) at
purchase/import of goods
drive the costs up further.

Limited accessibility
and long processes
for access to fertile
land (tenancy via
government,
tenancy or
purchase from
individuals)

A majority of
the people
from St.
Eustatius do
not find
hands-on
agriculture
appealing

Producers on the
island do not provide
a constant supply of
vegetables as
required by
supermarkets on St.
Eustatius/St. Maarten
and by the tankers.

Up to now, no
cooled storage
facilities for
vegetables on St.
Eustatius.

Difficult and expensive
import from outside the
island (incl. transport)

High land prices
due to speculation

Choice of
products often
not based on
market
demands but
on custom.

Image of produced
vegetables is not so
good on the island
and nonexistent
elsewhere

Often insufficient
quality of products

Materials are virtually
unavailable on St. Eustatius

Slow process of
granting tenancy by
government.
Only limited
tenancy cancelling
by government if
purpose of tenancy
is not achieved.

Limited
assistance for
start-ups.

Cooperation between
farmers and backyard
growers is lacking.

No good packaging
materials available

New tax ABB (6%)
drives prices up
and profits down
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These bottlenecks are numerous and do not all have the same impact. In order to
achieve a positive change in vegetable production, it is advised to first address the
problems that have had the greatest impact on the sector on St. Eustatius up to
now. These have been classified as category 1 (yellow). Category 2 problems (light
yellow) are bottlenecks involving access to water and land, or the improvement of
market chains. Category 3 (no colour) are less important bottlenecks, but
addressing them may trigger additional development.
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Below is an overview of potential solutions for each of the bottlenecks.

Import of seed,
irrigation equipment,
insecticides/
pesticides, shading
materials, packaging
materials

Access to
fertile land and
water (wells
and rainwater
reservoirs)

Production of
vegetables and
commodities

Marketing of
products

Sales of products on
the island and export
to other islands (St
Maarten)

Solution
Creation of microcredit
and small grant
schemes for St.
Eustatius

Investing in old
and new
rainwater
reservoirs and
bore holes near
available
agricultural land,
and maximising
facilitation by
authorities

Professional
assistance from
the Caribbean
region for current
vegetable
producers and
potential future
producers.

Marketing research
and active
development of
markets on St.
Maarten and the
domestic market.

Continuous and direct
cooled boat transport
for vegetables from St.
Eustatius to St Maarten
available.

ABB exemption for the
import of required
production materials

Obtain concrete
inventory of
potential
agricultural land
owned by
government and
private owners
and potentially
available for
lease.

Increase
knowledge of the
agricultural sector
and improve the
sector's image
through school
programmes, etc.

Transform variable
production into
continuous
vegetable
production (firstly
coordinated by
LVV, later on a
vegetable growers
association is
developped that
takes this role).

Cooled storage facility
for produced
vegetables available.

Collective buying of
basic materials for
vegetable production;
LVV as wholesaler

Speed up
government
tenancy process
and monitor
lease results.

Assistance in
shifting the
producers
mentality towards
a market
orientation;
production attuned
to market demand
(choice of
vegetables, size,
quality, etc).

Marketing plan for
vegetables once
production volume
has grown to a
reasonable size
(through branding,
participation in
agricultural fairs,
etc.)

High-quality vegetables
through improved
production, careful
packaging, and cooled
storage and transport
to meet market
standards.

A good extension
service for
vegetable
production startups

Main growers and LVV
(and later a growers
association) develop
semi-standard
packaging that meets
clients requirements
ABB exemption (see
column 1).
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A. The first and primary interventions should target the most important bottlenecks
in the vegetable sector:
1. Create microcredit and small grant schemes for vegetable production on the
island of St. Eustatius.
2. Obtain professional assistance from the Caribbean region for current
vegetable producers and potential future producers.
3. Further develop continuous boat transport with cargo cooling facilities from
St. Eustatius directly to St Maarten.
No regret measure: Increase knowledge of the agricultural sector on the island
and improve the sector's image through school programmes, etc. It is important
that the next generation grows up with greater affinity with the agricultural sector
and greater knowledge of how to operate within it.
B. The second type of intervention relates to water and land access and market
development (Category 2 bottlenecks):
1. Develop an overview of available agricultural land, and if required, facilitate
investments in the land's water access, by developing or restoring water
reservoirs or bore holes.
2. Strengthening existing market channels and developing new ones on both
St. Maarten and St. Eustatius.
3. The main growers and LVV (and later a growers association) together should
develop semi-standard packaging that meets the demands of the purchasing
organisations.
4. Raise the quality of vegetables (improved production, better processing,
cooled storage and cooled transport) in order to meet market standards.
5. Coordinate production continuity and product type among the various
vegetable growers in order to comply with market demand. LVV can fill this
role in the short term; later, a vegetable growers association can take over.
(The vegetable production sector on St. Eustatius will initially be too
fragmented to organise itself in this manner.)
6. ABB exemption for the import of required production materials and sold
vegetables
C. The third category of intervention is less important but may trigger additional
development:
1. Collective buying of basic materials for vegetable production; LVV as
wholesaler
2. Speed up government tenancy process and monitor lease results
3. A good extension service for vegetable production start-ups
4. Marketing plan for vegetables once production volume has reached a
reasonable level.
5. Boost the image of St. Eustatius vegetables through branding, participation
in agricultural fairs, and matching with supermarkets and traders.
6. Cooled storage facility available for produced vegetables.
7. At LVV there is a container with cooling equipment that is not yet
operational. The facility should be up and running to accommodate the
stocks needed for ensuring a continuous supply for both supermarkets on
St. Eustatius and export to St. Maarten.
8. Assistance in shifting the mentality of producers to a market orientation;
production attuned to market demand (choice of vegetables, size, quality
etc).
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4

Livestock production

4.1

Present situation
Animal husbandry on St. Eustatius has a long history. From the beginning, it played
an important role on the island. A number of island families have depended on
livestock as a source of income for generations. Up to the 1960s, livestock was
fenced-in, and fodder production was well-established. Since then the prohibition of
free roaming cattle was no longer enforced. People started to let their cattle roam
free. Fodder production no longer seemed necessary. There are numerous reasons
why owners allow their cattle to graze free: the lack of financial returns, the fact
that it is cheaper and involves less work, that owners may have other sources of
income, lack sufficient land for sustaining their cattle, or lack financing for fencing
and improved fodder.
Livestock has since increased on the island. The livestock now consists of beef cattle
(+/- 1700 of various cross breeds), pigs (unknown quantity), sheep (+/-1000),
goats (1000-2000), donkeys (+/- 150) and chickens. Most of this livestock roams
free through the territory, and are seen as a nuisance by many island inhabitants, as
they are known to break through fences around gardens and agricultural land and to
graze in protected areas. Free-roaming livestock also pose other problems: they
can be a road hazard, cause erosion, and be a public health concern. St. Eustatius
does have an Identification and Regsitration System for cattle, but for political
reasons this has not been implemented. Some farmers nonetheless use the system
voluntarely in order to be able to identify their individual animals.

Free-roaming livestock

Some of the farmers try to fence their land for cattle breeding with variable success
(a marginal percentage of the total amount of cows, pigs and sheep). The quality of
the beef cows seems good, as does that of the goats, sheep and donkeys; pigs seem
under par. The living conditions of these free roaming animals vary substantially,
depending on the time of the year (dry season) and health conditions.
There is no active experience with improved fodder production (high-yield variety
grasses) or range land farming. The LVV wants to start some fodder grass trials on
their own land and with a cattle breeder in the English Quarter.
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St. Eustatius does have a slaughterhouse, but unfortunately, it is old and inefficient.
The cooling and freezing facilities are limited and the facilities dated. Furthermore,
there is no veterinary physician on the island. Twice a month a veterinary physician
from St. Maarten comes over to St. Eustatius and focusses mainly on smaller
domestic animals (cats, dogs etc). The timing of these visits to St. Eustatius does
not correspond with the demand for inspection by the slaughterhouse. The
veterinary physician hardly inspects livestock on-farm and slaughtered animals.
Therefore nearly no health certificates are provided for the produced meat. The
meat must therefore be sold on the limited local market, with only incidental export
(which then encounters problems on arrival due to lack of certificates).

St. Eustatius slaughterhouse, flanked by 2 small market buildings

In reality only a limited amount of livestock is slaughtered at the slaughterhouse.
Many animals are slaughtered “under a tree”. Nearly all the livestock slaughtered is
consumed on the island in the informal sector. Supermarkets do not seem to be
interested in buying the meat but prefer to sell imported products (primarily from
the U.S.). The export of meat products is nonexistent, and the export of live cattle is
marginal, as transport is difficult and health certificates are lacking.
Only a few minor adjustments to existing legislation are needed to start registering
cattle again and to require animals be kept in an enclosed area on St. Eustatius.
However, enforcement of this legislation is crucial to its success. It will take time for
people to get accustomed to the rules, as they have not been enforced for many
years.
4.2

Possibilities for development
Production
The livestock sector has good potential but will be limited in quantity. Presently the
number of cattle is high, creating various problems on the island. The quality of the
livestock varies; in general, enforcing the existing legislation would probably reduce
the total number of livestock. The introduction of the regulation would create a large
surplus of available meat initially that would become more stable (lower quantities)
in time. The measures that should be implemented are the fencing-in of livestock,
registration of livestock owners, and animal health certification.
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Markets
There are two markets for locally-produced meat; the island and export. The
consumption on the island itself could improve if supermarkets would sell locallyproduced meat. The current consumption market for locally-produced meat is
almost entirely based in the informal sector. Supermarkets would be more inclined
to sell local products if the quality were sufficiently high, the meat certified, the
packaging standard, and the supply consistent.
The export to other islands (mainly St. Maarten) could improve drastically. There is
a constant demand for quality meat. On the Dutch side of St. Maarten there is no
slaughterhouse; on the French side (EU) there is a new slaughterhouse that is not
yet operational. The financial basis for this slaughterhouse is very weak as EU
criteria are extremely high (for import and meat processing) and production on the
French side is low and declining. For cattle from St. Eustatius, this potential
processing facility will probably remain inaccessible due to strict EU regulations (I&R
system, etc). The future for export from St. Eustatius lies in the delivery of certified
and cooled or frozen carcasses or cuts of meat to the import channels.
Image of livestock production
In general, people have a positive attitude towards livestock products as they serve
as an additional source of income that demands little work and investment. The
prevailing mentality of letting livestock roam free is strongly established on the
island. The last two generations grew up with this as normal practice. Changing this
mentality (which entails more work for the livestock breeder) presents a major
challenge. But a mentality shift will be essential in order to reduce the problems
associated with free-roaming livestock and to improve livestock quality.
The registration of ownership, production of fodder, inspections, controlled
slaughtering, and likely collective marketing and sales of meat products, represent a
major shift from current practice. It will be crucial to introduce these aspects step by
step, without blocking access to market channels.
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4.3

Bottlenecks and solutions
During this fact-finding mission, the main issues were identified throughout the
chain, from production to sales.
Livestock on St. Eustatius

Rearing of livestock

Processing of
meat
(slaughter,
cooling/
freezing)

Marketing of
products
(virtually
nonexistent)

Transport for
export

Sales of products
on the island and
export to other
islands
(St. Maarten)

Bottlenecks
Free-roaming cattle cause
damage to private properties.
Disputes about free-roaming
cattle due to unknown
ownership.

Insufficient cooling
facilities and no
freezing facilities of
substantial size
available for meat
on St. Eustatius

Producers have
not identified the
individual export
traders/markets
and demands.
Local demand is
largely unknown.

Resistance of the local
community to registration
(higher costs and taxes) and
fencing-in livestock (more work)

Present
slaughterhouse on
the island is old
and inefficient,
with dated
facilities.

Cooperation
between the
larger livestock
farmers and
small producers
is lacking.

No good packaging
materials available
for supermarkets.

No access to financing
opportunities (small, lowinterest loans and grants).

No veterinary
physician available
on St. Eustatius for
health certification.

Image of island
meat products is
not good on St.
Eustatius and
non-existent or
negative abroad.

Often products are
of insufficient
quality to serve,
for example as
tender meat for
consumption.

Limited accessibility to fertile,
government-owned lands
(grazing and fodder production),
with access to water points

Boat transport
is infrequent,
indirect with
expensive
cooling fac..
Transport by
plane is costly.

No continuity in
meat production as
required by
internal market
(especially
supermarkets) and
export market.

New ABB tax (6%)
drives prices up
and profits down.

Slow or diffuse government
process of granting tenancy
Most producers and potential
producers have only limited
knowledge and experience in the
area of adapted modern
livestock farming
Import of medicines, grass
seeds etc. can be difficult and
expensive for individuals
New ABB tax (6%) for purchase
/import and selling of goods
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These bottlenecks are numerous and do not all have the same impact. In order to
achieve a positive change in livestock production, it is advised to first address the
problems that have had the greatest impact on the sector on St. Eustatius up to
now. These have been classified as category 1 (yellow). Category 2 problems (light
yellow) are less important but are complementary to Category 1 bottlenecks.
Category 3 (no colour) are less important bottlenecks, but addressing them may
trigger additional development.
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Below is an overview of potential solutions for each of the bottlenecks.

Rearing of livestock

Processing of
meat
(slaughter,
cooling/
freezing)

Marketing of
products
(virtually
nonexistent)

Transport
for
export

Sales of products
on the island and
export to other
islands (St. Maarten)

Continuous
and direct
cooled
boat
transport
for meat
from St.
Eustatius
to St.
Maarten

The farmers and LVV
(and later, a livestock
farmers association)
should develop semistandard packaging in
accordance with
supermarket demand.

Solutions
Implement and enforce the
legislation on free-roaming
livestock and registration of
livestock ownership.
Communication with island
public on why and how
enforcement will take place.

Develop larger
cooling and
freezing facilities
for meat close to
slaughterhouse.
(LVV is working
on this.)

Marketing
research and
active
development of
consumer
market on St.
Maarten and the
domestic market.

Creation of microcredit and small
grant schemes for St. Eustatius

Upgrade present
slaughterhouse
and its facilities.

Develop an
association of
livestock farmers
who can take
over role of LVV.

High-quality meat
products achieved
through improved
production, careful
packaging, and cooled
storage and transport to
meet market standards

Obtain concrete inventory of
potential agricultural land owned
by government and private
owners and potentially available
for lease.
Invest in old and new rainwater
reservoirs and bore holes near
available agricultural land and
maximise facilitation on the part
of the authorities.

Develop
mechanism for
St. Maarten
veterinary
physician to
perform
certifications on
St. Eustatius on
regular basis or
mandate
certification to
LVV St. Eustatius

Boost image of
St. Eustatius
meat through
branding,
participation in
agricultural fairs
and matching
with
supermarkets
and traders.

Transform variable
production into
continuous production
for the domestic market
and export (potentially
coordinated by LVV in
the short term, later by
a livestock farmers
association) in order to
comply with market
demand

Speed up government tenancy
process and monitor lease
results.

ABB exemption (see
column 1).

Professional assistance from the
Caribbean region for livestock
farmers.
Collective buying of basic
materials for livestock
production; LVV as wholesaler
ABB exemption for the import of
required materials.
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A. The first and primary interventions should be directed towards the most
important bottlenecks for the livestock sector:
1. Implementation and enforcement of the existing legislation prohibiting freeroaming livestock and the registration of livestock ownership. Active
communication with the island population will be needed on why this change
is required. It is key that this issue be managed well; otherwise, there will
be strong resistance towards any regulation (including fear of taxes).
2. Creation of microcredit and small grant schemes for the livestock sector of
St. Eustatius. Presently there are no funding mechanisms available that
match this target group on St. Eustatius. Investments will be required to
reorganise and improve the sector.
3. Develop larger cooling and freezing facilities for meat near the
slaughterhouse. Next to the slaughterhouse, there is a container with
cooling and freezing equipment that is not yet operational. In the next few
months, this facility should be up and running and can accommodate the
supply for the supermarkets on St. Eustatius and export to St. Maarten, etc.
4. Further develop continuous boat transport with cargo cooling and freezing
facilities from St. Eustatius directly to St Maarten. Without cooled transport
by boat, export will be very difficult. Transport of living animals may be
possible, but is likely to create problems on the other islands due to import
requirements.
No regret measure: Increase knowledge of the livestock sector and improve the
sector's image through school programmes, etc. It is important that the next
generation grows up with greater affinity with the agricultural sector and greater
knowledge of how to operate within it.

B. The second type of intervention relates to Category 2 bottlenecks:
5. Overview of available agricultural land, speed up process of land tenancy
system. If required, facilitate investments in water accessibility via
development/restoration of water reservoirs or bore holes.
6. Professional assistance from the Caribbean region for improvement of the
present livestock farmers and future potential farmers. The change from
free-roaming and extensive cattle rearing to fenced-in cattle rearing
represents a major shift in thinking and behaviour. Hands-on technical
assistance from experts will be essential.
7. Upgrading the present slaughterhouse and associated facilities on St.
Eustatius, as it is dated and inefficient and not suitable for handling large
volumes.
8. Develop mechanism for St. Maarten veterinary physician to certify on St.
Eustatius on a regular basis or mandate certification to LVV St. Eustatius.
This is quite a difficult subject, but it must be resolved in order to improve
the sector.
9. Strengthening the existing market channels and development of new ones
on St. Maarten and the domestic markets.
10. The farmers and LVV (and later, a livestock farmers association) should
develop semi-standard packaging in accordance with supermarket demand.
11. Improve the quality of meat products (better processing, cooled storage,
and cooled transport) in order to meet market standards.
12. Coordinate production continuity and product type among the various
livestock farmers in order to comply with market demand. LVV can fill this
role in the short term; later a livestock farmers association can take over.
(The livestock production sector on St. Eustatius will initially be too
fragmented to organise itself in this manner.)
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C. The third category of intervention is less important, but may trigger additional
development:
13. Collective buying of basic materials for livestock; LVV as wholesaler.
14. ABB exemption for the import of required production materials and sold
meat products.
15. A good extension service for livestock production start-ups.
16. Marketing plan for meat from St. Eustatius.
17. Image boost for meat from St. Eustatius through branding, participation in
agricultural fairs, and matching with supermarkets and traders.
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5

Fisheries

5.1

Present situation
Fisheries are mainly focussed on coral fish and lobster close to the shore. Methods
include fishing pots and less often, spear fishing. Pelagic line fishing (for larger fish)
is rare. Fishing on St. Eustatius has all the characteristics of a traditional,
subsistence, and therefore small-scale sector. The number of fishermen is limited
and they cooperate if required but enjoy also their freedom as much as possible.
There is a fishermen's association that does not seem to be active. Its main
initiatives are developed by individuals primarily acting on their own behalf. The
average age of the fishing community appears to be high; there do not seem to be
any young fishermen.

Discussions with fishermen

St. Eustatius has fishing rights on a very small part of the Sababank. The new EEZ
(Exclusive Economic Zone) gives St. Eustatius potential assess to a much larger part
of this coral reef. The new agreement on the EEZ for the Caribbean Dutch islands
has not yet been signed by all parties. Nonetheless the EEZ has become effective as
4 parties have agreed and signed. The coordination of fishing licences within the
EEZ (including a large part of Sababank) will take place by RCN Bonaire.
Fishermen from St. Eustatius make little use of Sababank due to its distance (e.g.
logistically more difficult to get to), and they lack the larger type of boats to fish in
these open waters far from St. Eustatius’ shores. Furthermore there have been a
number of incidents with fishermen from Saba. According to the fishermen from St.
Eustatius, the fishermen from Saba see the Sababank as exclusively theirs and
consequently destroy fish pots etc. that do not belong to them.
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EEZ and territorial waters of St. Eustatius and Saba

The coral fish are sold on the island through the fishermen's informal channels. They
are never sold on the market and demand exceeds supply. Coral fish are normally
sold fresh the same day, with no cold storage required.

Coral fish for local consumption

Nearly all the lobster are exported, through informal networks. The lobsters are
normally stored in pots at sea in order to develop a minimum required amount that
can be sold to a client. It is a true cash product, but quantities vary dramatically
during the year. Also, supply cycles do not correlate with the tourist season:
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During the tourist season, lobsters from St. Eustatius are requested by other area
islands (such as St. Kitts and St. Maarten) even though the supplied quantities are
not high. Transport for export is normally done by plane.
Queen Conch shellfish are caught for local consumption. The stock of Conch in the
waters of St. Eustatius seems to be stable, in contrast to the situation around many
other Caribbean islands. Trade in Queen Conch is restricted as it is listed by CITES
in Appendix II. Nonetheless there seems to be a growing interest in export of
Conch-meat.
The fishermen cooperate in order to meet the lobster quantities required by clients
on an incidental basis. They also coordinate the location of their coral fishing
activities.

Lobster collection for a client on St. Bartz

The fishermen have a facility near the harbour at their disposal (property of LVV)
where fish can be cleaned and put in cold storage and fishing materials can be
securely stored. At the time of the mission, this cooling facility was not operational.
The economic position of the fishermen has declined over the years. The fishing
grounds for coral fish have been restricted due to the installation of the Marine
Reserves (upper and lower side of the coastal waters). Fishing in the anchor areas of
Nustar is allowed but dangerous. The use of fishing pots is not possible as these are
destroyed by the large vessels.
The fishermen largely view the Marine Reserves as fishing grounds that have been
taken away from them. The fact that the Reserves can be a restocking area for fish
has been discussed with them but their resistance remains high.
The quality of the available fishing grounds near the shore seems to have declined
as well. Recent hurricanes seem to have changed the marine environment of the
coastal waters on the east side, reducing the potential of these waters. The pressure
on the coral reefs on the west side (in the anchor zone of Nustar) is also high, which
may have influenced fish quantities.
The remaining fishing area for coral fish is now mainly restricted to the west side of
the island (between the anchor zone of Nustar and the marine reserve in the
southwest). In this area, there have been a number of conflicts with the diving
sector. Fishing pots are placed close to the corals in this zone that are open for
fishing. These sites are also used by the local diving schools as dive sites.
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Sometimes the fishing pots are opened by divers. These actions by “foreigners”
frustrate the local fishermen enormously.
Fishery is also done on the Atlantic side. However, this area is at times inaccessible
to the small local fishing crafts due to sea and wind conditions.
Another problem is the fact that, due to boat traffic, bouys are continuosly lost. Fish
pots are therefore lost with considerable financial loss and environmental
consequences (ghost fishing). Bouys are also important markers for the reserve
boundaries. If the boundaries are not clear the conflict between fishermen and dive
operators increase.

5.2

Possibilities for development
Production
Fishing for coral fish is local, seems to have a limited impact on biodiversity, and
supplies a strong local demand for this St. Eustatius delicacy. No real growth seems
to be possible without having an impact on the biodiversity, as fishing grounds are
limited. The demand is also small and local.
Lobster fishing has good potential, but fishing should be done sustainably. A stock
assessment of lobster around the island is important to determine the level of
sustainable extraction. Sustainable lobster fishing on St. Eustatius will probably not
mean a higher quota but an improvement in price setting.
In the tourist season, demand for lobster is high, but the actual lobster stock is low.
Clients actively approach fishermen during this season to gain access to the
available lobster supply. In the non-tourist season, when demand is low, lobster
stocks are higher.
Improvement of the lobster sector can be achieved using a number of measures.
First, spreading the availability of lobster into the tourist season. As the lobster
season does not coincide with the tourist season, a system could be developed for
stocking the lobster surplus for export during tourist season. Secondly, a deal could
be struck with large clients for selling them lobster all year round for set prices. This
would require true cooperation between the lobster fishermen, entailing some loss of
freedom on their part.
Conch fishing is local and seems to have a limited impact on the total stock. Export
of Queen Conch is prohibited but nonetheless there is a growing interest in
exporting Conch-meat. An accurate assessment of the present Conch population
would be essential for sustainable management of the Conch stock.
Pelagic line fishing is not developed but has major potential. In the Caribbean St.
Eustatius is not known as an island with potential for this type of line fishing. Fish
stocks in the open waters seem to be largely untouched. Fishermen from St.
Eustatius are not focussing on this type of large fish. There may be any number of
reasons for this: lack of materials (boats), no local demand for these types of fish,
and difficulty finding an export market (logistical issues of transport, freezing
facilities etc.).
Fish farming in open waters seems to be too far removed from the present mentality
on St. Eustatius. Substantial and nearly untouched wild fish stocks are available
around the island and on Sababank. There is therefore no need to intensify using a
complex form of fish farming.
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Markets
The market for coral fish is limited to clients on the island itself. Demand is higher
than the supplies of coral fish. But there is a restriction to the amount of coral fish
that can be caught, due to restricted fishing grounds and their quality.
The market for lobsters is mainly an export market. Prices for live, exported lobsters
are high during the tourist season (with a substantial peak at the height of the
season). In the non-tourist season, export demand is low, and fishermen sometimes
fail to find a market. As indicated above, lobster fishery has growth potential. The
potential lies in extending the lobster season into the tourist season, finding markets
for live lobster in the low season and storing frozen and packed lobster in the low
season.
Pelagic line fishing has major potential. There is no substantial line fishing in place
on St. Eustatius, and there are large fish stocks in the waters around St. Eustatius
and on Sababank. New markets would need to be developed for the fish. On the
local market, there is little to no demand for this type of fish. Export would require
freezing facilities on the island and transport with freezing facilities.
Image of the fisheries sector
The fisheries sector on St. Eustatius is small-scale and quite traditional. There is a
lack of young people in the sector, probably due to the lack of prospects in the
sector.
The local fishermen have a tried and tested manner of fishing and are not inclined to
change their customs for uncertain prospects. However, they do seem to be willing
to change as long as this is gradual and as long as the change does not deprive
them of their sense of being real fishermen. Innovation in the sector will require
close cooperation with the fishermen. Introduction of commercial intermediates
might be necessary to develop and supply the markets, if fishermen do not take the
necessary steps in the new chain themselves, for example, handling the export of
line fish.
The local fishermen seem to be viewed negatively by certain dive operators and
divers (vice versa is also true). These dive operators seem to perceive the
fishermen as competitors, reducing the fish on the disputed diving grounds.
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5.3

Bottlenecks and solutions
During this fact-finding mission, the main issues were identified for increasing the
potential of the fishery sector.
The lobster sector
Lobster on St. Eustatius

Lobster fishing

Lobster storage,
while awaiting
purchase

Marketing and sales
of lobster

Transport for export

Bottlenecks
Lack of lobster at sea (low
season) in tourist season.

No facilities to store
lobster for longer
periods in order to get
a favourable market /
price

Large fluctuations in
facilitation by clients
to transport lobster
and pricing
(tourist high season,
transport by plane
and high lobster
prices; low season no
facilitation and low
lobster prices)

No access to financing
opportunities for equipment
(boats) etc. (small low interest
loans and grants). Existing funds
such as OBNA
(Ontwikkelingsbank Nederlandse
Antillen) are inaccessible.

Transport by plane is
expensive.
Boat transport with cooling
facilities not available.

No good packaging materials
or storage if there were
transport by boat (not yet a
problem).

New tax ABB (6%) at
purchase/import of goods

Solutions
No solution

Creation of microcredit and
small grant schemes for St.
Eustatius

Development of live
lobster storage
(caught in peak
lobster season,
awaiting tourist
season)
Storage of frozen and
packed lobster in the
low season

Either accept
fluctuations in price
and facilitations by
client or agree with
clients on a year
round deal on pricing
and facilitation. The
latter can only be
done as a group.

Transport depends on client
demand. Transport by plane
is recommended (quick).
Transport by boat should
become reliable and storage
in live-wells possible.

Development of packaging
materials or live-wells
(experience in this area
available in the region).

Temporary ABB exemption for
required imported materials
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A. The first and primary interventions should be directed towards the most important
bottlenecks in the lobster sector. The primary bottleneck is a lobster season and
tourist season which do not coincide.
1. One of the interventions might be to influence the supply of lobsters from
St. Eustatius by developing a facility to keep live lobsters for a longer period
(from peak lobstering season into the tourist season). Lobster could also be
frozen and packed for storage in a freezing facility.
2. It may be an option for the fishermen to make a deal collectively to supply
selected clients with lobster year round for set prices, including facilitation of
transport to the customer. But this is only possible if the fishermen work as
a group, which may prove difficult, as they tend to be very independent.
B. The second type of intervention:
3. Nearly all the St. Eustatius lobster is exported. The type of lobster transport
depends on the wishes and facilitation of the client. Transport by plane is
standard and recommended. It is quick but expensive. Lobster transport by
boat might be an option if it becomes reliable and if live –well storage is
possible. Packaging materials could also be developed for transport (more
expensive). There is experience on these subjects available in the region.
4. Creation of microcredit and small grant schemes for St. Eustatius. Fishermen
require materials such as boats etc. Financing schemes are not in place. The
new ABB tax increases the import costs of materials required to
professionalise the sector. It is therefore advisable to create a temporary
ABB exemption for these materials.
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Queen Conch fishing
Conch fishing in the waters of St. Eustatius

Conch fishing

Sales of Conch meat on the
local market and potential for export

Bottlenecks
No sustainable management possible due to
lack of stock assessment and levels of
sustainable harvesting

No insight in actual local consumption and local
demand

Potential distruction of see grass habitat by
extension of Nustar

No export allowed due to lack of insight in
sustainable stock management

Solutions
Assessment of Queen Conch stock in St.
Eustatius waters and determination of
sustainable harvesting level (quota)

Changing the mangement of Conch from
present system (5 Conch per person per year)
to a quota system for the island, based on
sustainable harvesting level.

Active monitoring system of the Conch stock

Introduction a permit system for export offisland to quantify management practices

No solution, as extension of Nustar is a near
fact.

To improve sustainable Queen Conch fishing, some interventions are required:
1. Assessment of the Conch stock is a basic requirement in order to determine
a sustainable level of Conch fishing. For the island a (dynamic) quota system
should be developped. Furthermore an effective and accurate monitoring
system of the Conch stock is required.
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The coral fish sector
Coral fish in the waters of St. Eustatius

Coral fish fishing

Sales of coral fish on the
local market

Bottlenecks
Conflicts with dive operators
in fishing zone

Demand exceeds supply

Lack of fishing grounds around the island

Solutions
Better rules on diving in fishing zone,
including sanctions

No solution for local market, as coral fishing
grounds are limited.

Development of sustainable coral fishing
on Sababank as compensation for lost
fishing grounds.

Introduction of a permit system for export offisland to quantify management practices

Better boats for fishing on the Atlantc side
of the island

To improve sustainable coral fishing, some interventions are required:
1. The problems with the diving sector must be resolved. Official procedures
involving the police are currently used. Prevention of future conflicts will be
crucial for the sector and can only be achieved by creating more awareness
on both sides of the conflict.
2. If coral fishing is to be enhanced, there are 2 options: to extrapolate this
type of fishing in a sustainable way to the Sababank and to enhance the
fishing on the atlantic side of the island. For the latter, fishermen need
better boats.
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Line fishing for pelagic fish
Line fishing for larger pelagic fish in the waters of St. Eustatius

Line fishing for larger pelagic
fish

Processing of
fish (storage,
cooling/
freezing)

Marketing and
sales of larger
pelagic fish

Transport for export

Bottlenecks
No access to financing opportunities for
lacking equipment, such as larger
boats and electric reels (small, lowinterest loans and grants).
Existing funds such as OBNA
(Ontwikkelingsbank Nederlandse
Antillen) are inaccessible.

No reasonably-sized
storage/freezing
facilities for fish in
anticipation of
purchase by client

No knowledge of
market for larger
pelagic fish

Reliable transport to other
islands using boats with
freezing facilities is
nonexistent.

Conflicts with Saba fishermen over
Sababank rights
Possibly a lack of experience with
effective and sustainable line fishing on
the larger pelagic fish
No data on stock availability
New tax ABB (6%) at purchase/import
of goods

Solutions
Creation of microcredit, mesocredit,
and small grant schemes for fishermen
on St. Eustatius

Construct a
reasonably-sized
freezing and storage
facility near the
harbour.

Market orientation
by fishermen and
LVV for pelagic fish
on the surrounding
islands, etc.
(Hold interviews
and discussions
with potential
clients.)

Transport by plane too
costly. Development of
boat transport to
neighbouring islands is
crucial. Onboard storage
facilities for frozen
products are essential.

Mediation by St. Eustatius’ and Saba’s
government of conflict between
fishermen on Sababank.
Increasing the expertise and
effectiveness of the fishermen on good
line fishing. Obtain the assistance and
advice of a pelagic line fishing expert
from the region.
Stock inventory of larger pelagic fish in
the waters of St. Eustatius
Temporary ABB exemption for the
import of required materials (boats,
etc)
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Pelagic line fishing is a relatively new type of fishery for the island with good
potential. In order to start up this type of fishing, a number of interventions are
required:
The first interventions should be directed towards jump-starting pelagic line fishing:
1. Creation of microcredit, mesocredit, and small grant schemes for fishermen
on St. Eustatius.
The present equipment and boats of the local fishermen seem largely
inadequate for this type of fishing. It will therefore require major
investments. The available financing schemes cannot facilitate these
investments.
2. Fishermen from St. Eustatius have had conflicts in the past with Saba
fishermen regarding fishing on their side of the Sababank. As a result, they
refrain from fishing there. Conflict mediation by St. Eustatius and Saba
government authorities is needed to prevent future conflicts and to open up
the Sababank as potential fishing grounds for St. Eustatius.
3. There is no clear view of who the customers for these larger pelagic fish
would be. A concrete market orientation by local fishermen and LVV St.
Eustatius will be essential in order to justify the investments and the partial
reorientation of the local fishery sector.
B. The second type of intervention will accommodate and facilitate the growth of
pelagic line fishing:
4. Increasing the expertise and effectiveness of the fishermen using line fishing
best practices. Pelagic line fishing is a relatively new experience for the local
fishermen. Assistance from a pelagic line fishing expert in the region would
therefore be an asset.
5. Stock inventory of larger pelagic fish is required as there is no clear sight of
the quantity and composition of these fish in St. Eustatius waters.
6. The substantial investments required by the fishermen could come under
additional pressure due to the extra costs entailed by the new ABB tax. A
temporary ABB exemption for the import of required materials (boats, etc) is
advisable.
7. Construct a reasonably-sized freezing and storage facility near the harbour.
For the time being, the new cooled storage facility at the LVV
slaughterhouse could be upgraded to a (partial) freezer storage facility. A
solution has to be found to physically separate these fish products from
others. If this is not possible, an additional coolling/freezing facility has to
added. Should pelagic line fishing become a viable and substantial activity, a
larger storage and freezing facility would then be needed at a central
location at the harbour.
8. Facilitate effective transport of larger pelagic fish. Transport by plane may
prove to be too expensive. Reliable transport by boat (with cooling/freezing
facilities) would therefore be the best option. This type of transport does not
yet exist; its development is essential for the success of the sector.
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6

Other potential agricultural subsectors

Besides the above subsectors, there are a number of potential new subsectors:
Herb production
On St. Maarten there is good potential for packed and certified herbs for
supermarkets. Herbs are a low-volume product with high prices. Herb production
would require limited investments and would be close to the experience of the
present vegetable production. It would nonetheless require cooperation between
producers (including backyard growers), professional packaging, transport to St.
Maarten and biological certification (lowest grade of U.S. organic certification
required and feasible for St. Eustatius). Up to now, there seems to have been no
experience on the island in the production of quality herbs for export.
Poultry
In the past there were some activities in broiler and egg production. These small
initiatives have since ceased for various reasons (hygiene, financing, access to land)
Some people have expressed an interest in starting a small business in this sector.
Their envisioned market is St. Eustatius. For the medium term, this market seems
relatively safe. The expertise to start up this type of small-scale business is partially
present on the island.
During the interviews, no one mentioned a desire to start up turkey production,
even though this seems to be a relatively easy type of livestock to raise.
Poultry production can only be started up with support on some crucial issues;
microfinancing schemes, land with animal housing, and the possibility to live in the
close vicinity (to protect poultry against theft). Poultry production expertise on the
island should be strengthened.
Fruit
In the past, considerable attempts have been made to start up fruit production on a
small scale. Many of these initiatives have failed. Many people have fruit trees in
their private gardens. Some Statians have recently planted fruit trees, ranging from
small-scale plots to several acres.
Fruit production therefore seems to suit people well, but production on a larger scale
only seems to be feasible for those who have land, the financial means for drip
irrigation systems, and the resources to weather the initial unproductive years.
The potential for fruit trees is quite good, with an existing market on the island and
potential for export. During the fact-finding mission, it was difficult to determine
bottlenecks for this subsector. The level of investments required and the absence of
short-term revenues are likely key elements.
Flowers
There is no experience with flower production on the island. Some people indicated
this option to show good potential with a possible export market in St.Maarten. The
production of Heliconia and Paradise Flower (Strelitzia) in particular might be a good
idea, though economic feasibility is far from certain.
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Coral
The production of small coral for the international aquarium sector might be a good
possibility. Many pieces of corals are broken off by boat anchors and the like,
making them lost to the natural habitat. In the right facility, these pieces of natural
coral could be used to propagate coral which could then be sold to the international
aquarium sector. The best location would probably be close to the harbour. This
potential business would require an in-depth research and business plan, as
considerable investments will be required.
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Annex 1: Interviews

Individuals consulted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr Clide van Putten. Commissioner of St. Eustatius
Mr Roberto Hensen. Director of the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
(LVV) St Eustatius. Tel: +599.318.2757, Mob: +599.318.5741, E-mail:
lvv@statiagov.com; rrhensen@ymail.com
Mrs Kate Walker. Director St. Eustatius National Parks Foundation
(STENAPA). Tel: +599.318.2884. manager@statiapark.org. Web:
www.statiapark.org.
Mr Pieter van Baren. RCN Bonaire. E-mail:
pieter.vanbaren@rijksdienstcn.com
Mr Cedrik Lijfrock. Head of Domein Beheer & Hypotheek Bewaarder. Tel:
005993182822. Mob: 005995239476. E-mail:
domein.hypotheek@gmail.com
Mr Wilsoe. Head of Customs St. Eustatius
Mrs Astrid Mc Kenzie. Tax Authorities St. Eustatius
Mrs Marianne Schrama. advisor of Cabinet Governor St Eustatius (from
Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations);
marianneschrama@gmail.com
Mr Jan Helmond. 1st Secretary, Island Counsel St. Eustatius; E-mail:
janhelmond@me.com; islandsec@statiagov.com
Gershon Lopez, LVV St. Eustatius.
Bernard Schmidt, LVV St. Eustatius.
Mr Lawrence Duivenman. Green Blend N.V.; Farmer( vegetable production)
Mr Merville Hazel. Goldenrock Vegetable Garden. Vegetable farmer and
vegetable shop. Tel: +599.318.1328.
Mrs Hodge. Small-scale framer of vegetables and commodities.
Mr Joshua Spanner. Orchard owner and small-scale farmer.
Mr Dave van Putten. Farmer (fenced-in livestock)
Mr Winston Tearr. Farmer (livestock) and head of the Government Service
for Spatial Planning and Management (DROB).
Seven fishermen: Noel Gibbs, Ralf Busby, Vincent Hassel, Perci Maxwell
Spanner, Robert Francis, Cyril Barsden, Eric Damming
Mr Rynaldo Redan. Chair of the fishers association
Mr Roy Hooker. Former Commissioner of the island and potential farmer;
Mob: 3181602 Tel: 2345; E-mail: roy.j.hooker@gmail.com
Mr Romeala Enigiar. Secretary of the RCN Statia and eager to become
farmer
Mr Iligio Woodley. Small-scale poultry farmer
Mr Carlyle Tearr. Potential starter of a regular cargo and passenger transport
to St. Maarten
Mr Kyle Cummings. Consultant Le Grand Marché St Maarten. Tel:
00599.542.4400. E-mail: kyle@le granmarche.net Web:
www.legrandmarche.net
Mr Anil Sabnani. Managing Director Le Grand Marché St Maarten. Tel:
00599.542.400. E-mail: asabnani@legrandmarche.net. Web:
www.legrandmarche.net
Mr Marcos Schonenberg, Managing Director, Caribbean Seafood Exporters
BV, St Maarten. Tel: +599.544.4776. Mob: +599.553.5454. E-mail:
marcos@csesxm.com. Web: www.caribbeanseafoodexporters.com
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•

•
•
•

Mr Marsie Jonkers. Head of the Office of the Dutch Representative in Sint
Maarten, Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations. Tel:
005995430140. Mob: 005995545555. E-mail:
marsie.jonkers@vnp.minkzk.nl
Mike Stamm. Head of Economic Affairs at St. Maarten
Mr Arnel Daniel. Conseiller Territorial Saint-Martin. Tel: 0590.87.50.04. Mob.
0690874436. E-mail: arnel_daniel@hotmail.com
Mr Mervyn Butcher. LVV Sint Maarten
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Annex 2: Description LVV St. Eustatius

Dienst LVV St. Eustatius (the department of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and
Fisheries) is a small department with 16 employees.
Its mission is to develop and sustain economically effective agriculture, animal
husbandry and fisheries on the island in order to produce food products for local
consumption and export.
In the past St Eustatius was a net exporter of produce to neighbouring islands, as
far as Curacao.
The aims of the organisation are:
•
to develop and improve locally viable techniques and methods;
•
to disseminate information;
•
to provide the necessary materials;
•
to maintain and manage biodiversity;
•
to implement and coordinate research in the field of veterinary and
phytosanitary diseases, water efficiency improvement, soil science, aquaculture
and alternative production methods;
•
to ensure veterinary care;
•
to assist in the inspection of meat, fish and vegetable products;
•
to manage a slaughterhouse;
•
Facilitate the development of new markets for agricultural and fishery products.
In the past years the department has suffered from neglect. Nonetheless there is a
good potential for agriculture and fisheries on St. Eustatius, and therefore a good
potential for development of LVV St. Eustatius. The present management is trying
its utmost to fulfil this potential.
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